As a salient proportion in the social development, the power industry can effectively transmit the power energy, improve the power consumption efficiency in the society and bring greater benefits to the company. In recent years, amid the operation of China's power industry, the PON technology is gradually applied in the distribution network, thus endowing it with prominent advantages and enhancing the quality of the whole power transmission. Based on this, studies in application of PON technology in DNA bear great importance to further boost the application influence of such technology and entitle it with a greater role in reality.
Analysis on the DNA
The DNA utilizes a great many current scientific and technological fruits, such as computer technology, information technology (IT), etc. In the synergy of these, the whole performance of the distribution network has been improved and empowered to discover problems in the distribution network, and automatically stops operation and reports to relevant personnel, guaranteeing its normal operation. In common sense, the DNA comprises three proportions. The first is distribution network master station, which is the core of the whole distribution network and is also responsible for all ongoing events involved in the distribution network while monitoring the operation of distribution network; the second is distribution network sub-station, which is in charge of column switches, switching stations and monitoring of distribution terminals under its control; meanwhile, it offers master station a sound decision basis by transmitting data collected during the monitoring to it; the last is distribution network terminal. Its main job is monitoring the operation of distribution stations and terminal devices by means of the feeder, so as
Introduction to the PON Technology
The PON technology consists of optical network unit and optical line terminal as well as their matching distributors, which connect these two indirectly. Also, the entire equipment is composed of a passive optical splitter and optical fibers (See Figure 1) . 
Application in Topology Structure
In the whole distribution network, 
